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ABSTRACT 
We give a combinatorial proof of Muir’s identity between permanents and 
determinants and of the Cauchy-Binet formula. Some related identities are also 
commented on. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers, Muir’s identity and the Cauchy-Binet formula have 
been given new proofs. More precisely, in [I, 31, Muir’s identity was derived 
from another formula between permanents and determinants, which we will 
show below is equivalent to Muir’s identity. A simple algebraic proof of the 
Cauchy-Binet formula has been given in [2], and a probabilistic proof in [4]. 
In the present paper, we will give a bijective proof of these formulae and 
comment on some related formulae. Our method is in the same vein as 
Zeilberger’s combinatorial approach to matrix algebra [8]. 
1. MUIR’S IDENTITY 
Let A = (aij>, 1 < i,j < n, be a matrix of order n. For any subset S of 
[n] = {1,2,. , n}, we denote as usual by A[S] the principal submatrix of A 
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with rows and columns indexed by the elements of S. The following recur- 
rence relation involving the determinant and the permanent was first estab- 
lished by Muir [6]: 
c ( -l)‘S’perAIS]det A[S] = 0, 
Sc[nl 
(I) 
where ? = [ tz] \ S and j S I denotes the number of elements of S. 
Consider the set R of all triples (S, cr, 7) such that S G [n], u E 5 s, 
and r E 3 s, where G s is the .synmettic group of S. We define the weight 
of each (S, (T, 7) by 
(2) 
where cyc T means the number of cycles of 7. The identity (1) is then 
equivalent to 
c W(S,U,T) = 0. (3) 
(S,rr,T)t11 
Hence (1) will be proved once we exhibit an invohltion cp on 0 such that 
‘p( s, u, T) = (S’, u’, 7’) and &‘(S’,U’,T’) = -W(S,U,T). (4) 
For each (S, (T, T) E bL, we have 1 E S or 1 E 5. If 1 E S, there is a cycle of 
o to which 1 belongs, and we remove this cycle from u to T. If 1 E $, we 
just exchange the roles of w with T in the above procedure. It is readily seen 
that this mapping is an inuokion on fi and satisfies (4), since cyc T' = 
CJK!Tf 1. 
From (1) we have immediately 
det A = c ( _l)“+l”“+’ per( A[[ IL] \ S,]) det A[ S,]. (5) 
S,~[lll 
Iterating the relation (5) yields 
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where S,, = [n] and S, = 0. Noting that (S, \ S,, S, \ S,, . . , S,_ 1 \ S,) is 
an ordered partition of [n] into nonempty sets, we recover then a formula of 
Chu [31: 
det A = C(I~““,~~perA[ail. (7) 
(Y 
where the summation extends over all the orcler& partitions LY = (cx,, , a,) 
of [n] into nonempty parts. 
In [I, 31, the formula (I) was derived from (7); hence (1) and (7) are 
actually equivalent. Some related identities are mentioned in [l, 31, especially 
those of Vere-Jones [7] for arbitrary powers of det((S,j - aij 9,)). We note 
that the same formula has also been established by Foata and Zeilberger [5] 
as the p-extension of MacMahon’s theorem, and further generalized by 
Zeng [9]. 
2. CAUCHY-BINET FORMULA 
Let A = (aiJ)” X I,, and B = (b,,),,, X,, be two matrices and m 2 II. For 
any sequence K = (k,, . , k,) such that 1 < k, < k, < ... < k,, Q nz, let 
A, be the matrix consisting of the k,th, , , k,th columns of A, and let B; 
be the matrix consisting of the k,th, , k,,th rows of B. Without loss of .
generality, the Cauchy-Binet formula can be stated as 
det AB = c det A, det B;. 
K 
(8) 
Zeilberger [8] has given a combinatorial proof of (8) in the case n = III, 
i.e., det AB = det A det B. Our proof of (8) is an adaptation of his method to 
the general case. 
Let Z( II, m) be the set of pairs (f, ~1 where S is any mapping from [II] to 
[m] and ?r is a permutation of [n]. Define the weight of each pair (f, 7r) by 
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det AB = c weight( f, r) . (9) 
(f, Tr)EZ(ri, m) 
An element (f, m> of Z(n, m) is a good guy if f is an injection. If (f, 7~) is a 
good guy such that f([n]) = {k,, . , k,}, let q be the permutation of [ nl 
such that f(i) = krpci) for I < i < n; then of course cr = (P-*w is a permuta- 
tion of [n] and weight(f, 7~) = (sign q)ny=, uik,(,, X (sign a)n~=, bkzgci). 
Thus 
c weight(f, rr) = zdet A, det Bk. 
cf. Tr) good K 
In to prove (81, we to show only, to (lo), 
not an 
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